Nano SAPS
Small load
plug and play
SAPS

Nano
SAPS
Stand-alone power system
Overview
Boundary Power has developed the Nano SAPS, supplying 240VAC
in a stand alone capacity, without the need for mains power.

Typical applications
The Nano SAPS, as the name suggests, is suited to smaller loads
such as domestic and single load rural and industrial application.
Such applications may include:
X Remote signalling
X Remote communications
X Rail and Telco
X Small farming loads
X Powering small pumps
X Electric fences
X Dwellings

Benefits
Design benefits include:
X Easily transportable/remote area suitable
X Plug and Play commissioning
X Small footprint
X Small loads
X No generator/low maintenance
X Remote application
X AC and DC applications
X Remote monitoring and control
X Produces 240VAC
X Robust and weatherproof.
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Case
Study
Nano SAPS provides a set
and leave solution
Graham and Gina Darlow run around 1,000 head of cattle as part of their 4,000 hectare
cropping and livestock agri-business and needed a reliable, remote power solution to power
hundreds of kilometres of electric fence.
The Nano SAPS was well suited as a
set and leave solution, combining solar
photovoltaic panels and advanced
battery storage technology. The
exclusion of a generator means the
unit only needs to be inspected once a
year.

“The Nano SAPS has reliably
powered hundreds of
kilometres of electric fencing for
us day and night.”
- Graham Darlow,
Horizon Power customer, Western Australia
The Nano SAPS gives the Darlow’s peace of mind that the extensive network of electric fences
used to contain their cattle are reliably powered day and night.

Award-winning solutions
Boundary Power’s range of innovative SAPS solutions are receiving significant
acknowledgement within industry, including ‘Energy Innovation of the Year’ at the Australian
Institute of Energy’s 2021 WA Energy Awards.
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